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Hermes Conference

Rea Conference

Size:4200*1500,6000*1500,3600*1200,2400*1500

Size:4200*1500,6000*1500,3600*1200

Size:4200*1500,6000*1500,3600*1200

If you’re in search of a timeless conference table, consider  
boat conference tables. These tables o�er a traditional look 
as well as great sightlines for meetings and presentations. 
They are perfect for standard conference rooms or
 boardrooms and can be built with matching credenzas 
or other o�ce furniture. With an array of materials to choose
 from, you’ll have no shortage of customizable options.

HERMES comes in white powder coated  square 
pro�le tubular metal legs, 25mm thick table top with 
grommet holes and a telescopic linking metal beam 
with a cable management channel to hide all the 
messy wires. 

REA comes in white powder coated  round pro�le 
tubular metal legs, 25mm thick table top with 
grommet holes and a telescopic linking metal beam 
with a cable management channel to hide all the 
messy wires. 
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Value plus modular

Size:1800*1200mm

Size:4200*1500,6000*1500,3600*1200

Size:4200*1500,6000*1500,3600*1200

Oval conference table
The wooden conference table is made with a beautiful �nish
 and  is perfect for your o�ce meetings ,It gives a sense of 
comfort and creates a lively atmosphere in the meeting room.

Truva  comes in white powder coated  Rectangular-
pro�le tubular metal legs, 25mm thick table top with 
grommet holes and a telescopic linking metal beam 
with a cable management channel to hide all the 
messy wires. 

Value plus tables comes in grey  Panel legs 18mm in 
thickness  and a top 25mm thick with grommet holes 
and a front panel for support and modesty.
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Noble conference

Size:1500*1500mm

Size:4200*1500,6000*1500,3600*1200,2400*1200

Size:4200*1500,6000*1500,3600*1200
        2400*1500

Square meeting table

Noble  comes in chrome round pro�le tubular metal 
legs, 25mm thick table top with grommet holes and a 
telescopic linking metal beam with a cable manage-
ment channel to hide all the messy wires. 

Boat shaped conference table with metal
poles as the base,power modules with 
organized cable management.

Presence stylish high quality square meeting 
tables with Modern furniture range allowing 
you to create a truly unique o�ce space,Made
 to meet to high standards.A 4 seater meeting table


